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Since our last AGM I decided to take on the role of AAC Explorers. I took the role on in September 

2019. Since taking on the role, Covid-19 has clearly had an impact on our lives in so many ways and 

not least the ability to run face to face area events. Nevertheless we were able to run some joint 

Explorer area activities prior to the pandemic. In January of this year Viking ESU and Preseli Pioneers 

ESU held a laser shooting session at CBQ adventures in Haverfordwest, this event was well attended 

and will run again at sometime in the future. 

Since March, the area team have put on a range of virtual area events for our young people to take 

part in, from the time capsule, #PembsCamp2020 and to JOTI a few weeks ago. It has been great to 

see Explorers taking part in these activities and in many cases helping their younger siblings join in on 

the fun. In June this year, a virtual Area Explorer meeting was run which was well attended by 

members from 3 units. 

Two of the main reasons that led to me taking on the AAC Explorers role was to organise and run more 

area wide Explorer activities for our Explorer units and to work with the Units and Groups to determine 

the best way in which Young Leader Training should be delivered and how our young leaders are 

supported in the leadership roles that they choose. 

In the winter of 2019 / 20 the area was supported by our development officer Helen Gough to start 

up a new Explorer unit. The main driver of this start-up was to have a new unit roughly mid County to 

support those groups that are not local to the existing explorer units. The decision was made to base 

the new unit, named Draig Lo ESU out of 1st Johnston’s Scout Hall in Hill Mountain. To gauge interest, 

the new unit ran taster sessions which were well attended and was led by Emily Cook. Following the 

taster sessions the new unit started after February half term of this year but only ran for a few weeks 

before the national lockdown was announced due to Covid-19. Unfortunately, due to the timing of 

the lockdown and the difficulty in finding another leader to support Emily, it has been decided that 

the new unit should be hibernated for the time being. If you are up for a challenge and would like to 

support with the running of this ESU, please get in touch. Gelliswick Warriors ESU, based in Milford 

Haven is also in need of some further adult support, therefore if you would like to help with this unit, 

please let me know. 

The areas other two units Viking ESU and Preseli Pioneers ESU are both running well and they were 

able to run online sessions during the lockdown and had both recently restarted face-to-face sessions 

outdoors prior to the firebreak.. Based on current numbers Preseli Pioneers has 26 young people and 

Viking ESU has 13. 

To assist with the areas provision of young leaders which support the groups across the area, I have 

also set up a young leaders unit. There are at times, Explorers that do not want to be part of a unit 

and only want to be in Scouts as a young leader. In this case these young people will be members of 

the new young leaders unit which will also track their Young Leader Training. 

Looking for next 12 months, I remain optimistic that we will be able to plan and run an area Explorer 

activity next summer. What shape this activity takes at the moment I don’t know, however the hope 

is that it will involve a few nights away. 

Thank you for taking the time to read my report. 

Gavin 
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